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Abstract The MAVEN IUVS instrument contains an echelle spectrograph channel designed to measure D
and H Ly α emissions from the upper atmosphere of Mars. This channel has successfully recorded both
emissions, which are produced by resonant scattering of solar emission, over the course of most of a martian
year. The fundamental purpose of these measurements is to understand the physical principles underlying
the escape of H and D from the upper atmosphere into space, and thereby to relate present-day
measurements of an enhanced HDO/H2O ratio in the bulk atmosphere to the water escape history of Mars.
Variations in these emissions independent of the solar ﬂux reﬂect changes in the density and/or temperature
of the species in the upper atmosphere. The MAVEN measurements show that the densities of both H and
D vary by an order of magnitude over a martian year, and not always in synch with each other. This
discovery has relevance to the processes by which H and D escape into space. One needs to understand the
controlling factors to be able to extrapolate back in time to determine the water escape history from Mars at
times when the atmosphere was thicker, when the solar ﬂux and solar wind were stronger, etc. Further
measurements will be able to identify the speciﬁc controlling factors for the large changes in H and D, which
likely result in large changes in the escape ﬂuxes of both species.

1. Introduction
The global deuterium to hydrogen (D/H) ratio of the martian atmosphere, as determined by spectroscopic
measurements of HDO and H2O in the lower atmosphere, is roughly 5 times higher than in the terrestrial
atmosphere [Owen et al., 1988], with a range of values measured at different seasons and latitudes [Aoki
et al., 2015; Encrenaz et al., 2016; Krasnopolsky, 2015; Villanueva et al., 2015]. This has been widely interpreted
as resulting from the escape of a large volume of water into space, with the majority loss early in the history of
Mars [Yung et al., 1988; Yung and Kass, 1998]. Since H atoms escape the planet’s gravity faster than D atoms
due to the mass difference, the overall D/H ratio will increase with time as more water is lost. The present D/H
ratio can be related to the total amount of water lost into space, and thus the amount of water present on
ancient Mars, with one key assumption. The measured D/H ratio reﬂects the reservoir of water that condenses
and sublimates seasonally from the surface, and this is the main reservoir of water on Mars. Additional water
in the crust that has not participated in the cycling process since ancient times could have a different D/H
ratio, and reﬂect a different water history on early Mars. In this sense the interpretation of the D/H ratio today
applies to the surface water that exchanges with the atmosphere over the course of the seasons, and reﬂects
a lower limit to the quantity of ancient water.
Mars is known to have experienced large climate changes over time. To be able to accurately extrapolate the
water history back in time it is important to determine by measurement the physical processes that control
the escape rates of H and D today, so that one can model the rates of escape under past conditions of solar
ﬂux, atmospheric conditions, etc. [Lillis et al., 2015]. This work is one of the main scientiﬁc objectives of the
Mars Atmosphere Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) mission to Mars [Jakosky et al., 2015].
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The MAVEN Imaging Ultraviolet Spectrograph (IUVS) instrument includes a far-UV spectral channel that
employs an echelle grating to separately measure the brightness of resonantly scattered solar Ly α emissions
by H and D atoms in the martian upper atmosphere. These values can be related to the density and temperature of H and D above the altitude where photoabsorption by CO2 becomes optically thick to this radiation
(~80-100 km at nadir and ~100-120 km in limb-viewing). This far-UV measurement thus samples both the
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bound and escaping atoms, and is complementary to ground-based IR observations of HDO and H2O in the
lower atmosphere. The density, temperature, and altitude proﬁles of H and D are derived from the brightness
measurements through the use of a radiative transfer model for multiple scattering of the solar photons
[Chaufray et al., 2008; Bhattacharyya et al., 2016].
Early observations of the H Ly α emission from Mars were interpreted as reﬂecting a steady rate of H loss into
space [Anderson, 1974]. Early models assumed that H2O and HDO were photodissociated by UV sunlight near
the surface and collisionally recombined into H2 and HD, which then slowly diffused upward [Yung et al.,
1988]. At high altitudes these species would be dissociated by ion chemical reactions into atomic form
[Krasnopolsky et al., 1998]. A non-negligible portion of the high-energy tail of these H atoms’ velocity distribution can exceed Mars’ escape velocity and hence escape to space on a relatively shorter time scale (i.e. Jeans
escape) [Chamberlain, 1963; Hunten, 1973]. In this picture, water was believed to be efﬁciently trapped close
to the surface by condensation in the atmosphere [Bertaux and Montmessin, 2001], and the bottleneck for
escape of hydrogen was the slow upward diffusion of H2 with a time scale of months [Clarke et al., 2014].
While the initial observations were of water, it is D, H, and O that escape the atmosphere, and these atomic
species are best observed at far-UV wavelengths.
Prior observations of both the H and D Ly α emissions have been performed on 3 occasions using two different instruments with echelle channels on the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). Initial observations with the
Goddard High Resolution Spectrograph (GHRS) instrument on 22 May 1991 (LS = 63) found a 30 Rayleigh
(R) D emission Doppler-shifted from the terrestrial D line, which appeared at a comparable brightness
[Bertaux et al., 1993]. In these observations of the sunlit disc of Mars the H brightness was 8 kilo-Rayleighs
(kR). Later GHRS observations pointed at the sunlit limb of Mars on 20 Jan. 1997 (LS = 67) found a D brightness
of 47 R, including an assumed limb brightening factor, and an H brightness of 3.3 kR [Krasnopolsky et al.,
1998]. Both of these works found D/H ratios comparable (within the uncertainties) with the factor of 5
enhancement measured in lower atmospheric HDO / H2O. Later observations were obtained with the
Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) instrument, with a long aperture obtaining spatially-resolved
spectra across the disc of Mars. In these data the D brightness was 35 R and the H brightness was 9 kR in
averages across the sunlit disc, and a radiative transfer model found a D/H enhancement over terrestrial
water that was comparable to or somewhat larger than the other measurements within the uncertainty
[Clarke et al., 2006]. All of these observations suggested that the upper atmospheric ratio of atomic D/H
was comparable within a factor of two of the value measured in lower atmospheric deuterated water.
More recently, but prior to the arrival of MAVEN at Mars, HST and Mars Express (MEX) measurements of the
martian H corona showed large (order of magnitude) changes in the H exosphere and escape ﬂux over the
course of a martian orbit about the Sun [Clarke et al., 2014; Chafﬁn et al., 2014; Bhattacharyya et al., 2015].
The maximum H density was seen in late southern summer when the overall atmosphere was most convectively active. A seasonal increase of the H escape ﬂux driven mainly by the increase of the solar EUV ﬂux was
simulated by Chaufray et al. [2015]. They found an expected variation lower than the observed magnitude,
suggesting that an additional process is needed to explain the observations. The observed increase is consistent with a direct injection of hydrogen atoms from dissociation of high altitude water, although the detailed
controlling factors have not been determined. Measurements from the SPICAM instrument on Mars Express
showed that water was at times super-saturated in the middle atmosphere, and reached altitudes above
60 km at substantial densities [Fedorova et al., 2009; Maltagliati et al., 2013]. This strong seasonal change
had not been predicted, and to understand the process of atmospheric escape, the hydrogen abundance
in the upper atmosphere needs to be measured over a full martian year. To relate the evolution of the D/H
ratio to the water escape ﬂux, both H and D need to be measured. Since a large increase in the Ly α brightness
has been detected post-perihelion in two prior martian years, a similar seasonal pattern was expected to be
observed by MAVEN. There are now sufﬁcient IUVS echelle data to establish the trend in H and D emissions
over most of a seasonal cycle, and these results are reported in this paper.

2. Instrument and Observations
The IUVS instrument on MAVEN contains an echelle spectrograph with a novel optical design to enable longaperture measurements of emission lines, intended primarily to measure the H and D Ly α emission lines from
the martian upper atmosphere [McClintock et al., 2015]. The main scientiﬁc goal of the echelle channel is to
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Figure 1. Schematic of the optical/mechanical layout of the IUVS instrument showing the light path through the echelle
mode (upper), and the layout of the main spectral lines on the detector (lower). In the upper panel, FOR is the ﬁeld of
regard, SM is a scan mirror, T the telescope mirror, S the entrance slit, M1 and M2 are collimating and focusing mirrors, P the
prism, E the echelle grating, SPT a beam splitter, and FUV the far-UV detector. In the lower panel the echelle dispersion
is horizontal and the prism cross dispersion is vertical. The region marked by yellow lines shows the binned area of
data that was downloaded in the initial phase of the MAVEN mission. The D and H emission lines are the central vertical
black lines in the lower panel.

measure these emissions, which result from resonant scattering of solar emission, and to discover how the H
and D densities, temperatures, and escape ﬂuxes vary with factors such as local time, solar zenith angle and
solar activity, season, and topography.
To accomplish this goal a spectral channel with an echelle grating was added to the instrument, whose
design has been based on a sounding rocket experiment that ﬁrst employed a long aperture to image an
emission line spectrum without continuum, and using an objective prism for the cross dispersion [Harris
et al., 1993]. The implementation into the IUVS instrument package is described by McClintock et al. [2015].
The principle of operation takes advantage of the fact that the far-UV spectrum of Mars contains widely
spaced emission lines with no continuum emission. In the absence of continuum, adjacent spectral orders
of the echelle grating appear in the spectral format only at the wavelengths of the emission lines, and a long
narrow aperture can be employed for high count rates from diffuse emissions. The cross dispersion in the
echelle spectral format was accomplished with an objective prism rather than a grating. This greatly simpliﬁed the optical design and allowed its inclusion in the IUVS instrument package. The length of the entrance
aperture in the echelle format is limited to 0.9° to avoid overlap of different lines, and the emission spectrum
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Figure 2. IUVS echelle spectra of the sunlit disc of Mars during orbits 458 (24 Dec. 2014), 592 (19 Jan. 2015), and 1612
(28 July 2015) showing the spectrally separated H (121.567 nm) and D (121.533 nm) Ly α emissions on two intensity
scales. Each spectrum is from roughly 300 sec. of integration time, and the dashed lines are ﬁts of the instrument line
spread function (LSF) to the H line. Once this has been subtracted, the D emission ﬂux is derived by re-setting the
local background level and ﬁtting the LSF to the D emission. The uncertainty in the measurement is obtained by
performing the same LSF ﬁt to wavelength intervals devoid of emission, and ﬁnding the mean and standard deviation
in the derived ﬂuxes. The large variations in both emissions can clearly be seen in these plots.

appears on the detector as widely separated features with the aperture ﬁlled with diffuse emissions at
different wavelengths [Figure 1].
The spectral resolution is limited by the aperture width, with a dispersion of 0.000737 nm/pixel and a spectral
resolution of 0.008 nm (20 km/sec) full width at half maximum. This resolution is too coarse to resolve the
intrinsic width of the martian emission line, but sufﬁcient to separate the main emissions and their multiplets
from the martian airglow and to resolve doppler-broadened emissions from sources such as the interplanetary hydrogen [Quemerais and Bertaux, 1993] and comets [Combi et al., 1996]. The H and D Ly α lines at
121.5671 and 121.3331 nm are separated by 8 resolution elements, and the faint D emission line appears
on the blue wing of the grating scattered light from the brighter H line [Figure 2]. The echelle spectra have
been reduced starting with the level_1a data products, and details of the reduction procedures and the measured properties of the echelle channel are given in Mayyasi et al. [2016].
The echelle spectra are recorded on a two-dimensional microchannel plate detector that employs an active
pixel sensor readout device [McClintock et al., 2015]. We have experimented extensively with different
methods to ﬁlter out both cosmic ray and thermal noise on the detectors toward the goal of having the best
sensitivity to the faint D emissions. The count rates in the echelle mode are a factor of 8 lower than in the low
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Figure 3. Range of martian seasons and solar longitude LS during IUVS echelle observations. HST observations of the H and
D Ly α emissions are generally consistent with the seasonal changes detected by the IUVS, although with only 3 observation times of the D emission.

resolution FUV mode of the IUVS [Mayyasi et al., 2016], requiring correspondingly longer integration times for
equivalent signal to noise measurement. The absolute sensitivity calibration of the echelle mode presented
here is provisional, and is based on comparison of the interplanetary hydrogen emission brightness with
observations by the SWAN experiment on SOHO [Quemerais and Bertaux, 1993], observations of the sunlit
martian disc compared with HST [Bhattacharyya et al., 2015], and consistency with the IUVS FUV mode in
observations of ﬂux calibration stars [see discussion in Mayyasi et al., 2016]. Future modest changes in the
brightness calibration will not affect the conclusions of this paper, which are based on the emission
brightness changes over time. A high stability of the response of the echelle channel has been determined
by comparing the count rates of the echelle and FUV modes, along with repeated FUV observations of
calibration stars.
Observations with the echelle mode have been performed with a variety of observing geometries and detector pixel binning schemes, which have been required to limit the data rate in the communication bandwidth
from the spacecraft to the Earth. The initial data reported here are from observations scanning across the sunlit martian disc and limb on the outgoing portion of the MAVEN orbit (called “coronal scans”, MAVEN orbits
337–1644). As Mars moved farther from the Sun, both the H and D emissions became much fainter, and the D
emission fell below the detection limit in this mode. In addition, after orbit 1644 the sunlit disc could no
longer be observed in the coronal scan portion of the MAVEN orbit due to the changing orbital geometry.
Starting with orbit 2288, the observations were changed to view only the sunlit limb during the periapse
portion of the orbit (called “periapse scans”, orbits 2288–3261), giving a higher sensitivity due to the limb
brightening enhancement of the faint optically thin D emission. The details of the observations including
speciﬁc pointing are given in the supplementary table. The brightnesses in the two observing modes are
not directly comparable, but similar enough to determine the large overall variation in emission brightness
observed over the martian year.

3. Variations in Measured D and H Emissions
Examples of individual spectra of the H and D Ly α emissions from the coronal scan observations are shown in
Figure 2. The D line appears shifted 0.034 nm from the H line on the wing of the grating scattered light proﬁle,
and the D emission is much fainter than the H emission. Early in the MAVEN mission the D line was unexpectedly bright and easily measured. The D emission brightness increased over orbits 337–596 while the H
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emission became fainter, potentially
due to an increase in D and or H near
the terminator [Chafﬁn et al., 2015].
By orbit 1280 the D emission was
too faint to be detected. On switching to periapse limb scans starting
with orbit 2288 the D emission was
once more detected owing to the
limb enhancement. While the observations need to be carefully modeled
to derive quantitative densities, the
overall trend in brightness is clear.
The range of martian orbital positions
where observations have been
obtained is shown in Figure 3.
The entire data set is plotted in
Figure 4, showing the trend over
solar longitudes 240 through zero to
160 (near perihelion in late southern
summer through aphelion to early
southern summer). Over orbits 337–
596 a variation with the solar rotation
was seen in the H emission, which
varied with a 28 day period, and to a
less clear extent in the fainter D emission. This variation is consistent with
MAVEN EUVM measurements of the
solar Ly α ﬂux at Mars, and this
reﬂects changes in the solar emission
and not the martian upper atmosphere [Eparvier et al., 2015]. There is
also an increase in D emission over
Figure 4. Measured brightnesses of the H and D emissions versus MAVEN orbits 400–600 that is not matched
orbit number observed with the IUVS echelle channel during coronal scans
by an increase in the H emission. At
of the sunlit disc of Mars (disk) (orbits 337–1644) and during periapse limb
scans “Limb” (orbits 2288–3261) with one sigma error bars. The coronal and this time the line of sight was moving
toward larger solar zenith angles. An
periapse scans are not directly comparable due to different observing geometries. On time scales of weeks to months both emissions decrease with
increase in the He density near dawn
increasing distance of Mars from the Sun, and the solar rotation period is
and dusk has been found in the
seen in short-term changes in brightness.
MAVEN NGIMS data [Elrod et al.,
2017]. This helium “bulge” is consistent with global circulation models [Bougher et al., 2015], and there may be a corresponding D bulge near
the terminator that appears in the echelle data. Further observations will test whether this is a persistent feature near the terminators.
We can conclude from the trends in Figure 4 that the H and D emissions exhibit a strong temporal variation
(likely seasonal variability in H and D), that they do not always vary together (e.g. over orbits 500–600), and
that the ratio of D to H brightness is not constant. The measured brightness depends on the solar Ly α ﬂux
at Mars and also on the observing geometry, and these factors have been modeled using a radiative transfer
code [Bhattacharyya et al., 2016]. Figure 5 shows the ratio of the observed brightness to the modeled values
assuming that the martian atmosphere is spherically symmetric and did not change in density or temperature. The solar Ly α ﬂux at line center for the modeled MAVEN orbits were obtained by applying the relation
presented in Emerich et al. [2005] to the line-integrated Lyman α ﬂux from the SORCE database [Rottman et al.,
2006], corrected for solar rotation and distance to Mars. The atmospheric temperature is taken from modeling
for the value at the subsolar point for this season and solar activity [Bougher et al., 2015], and the density is
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then adjusted to ﬁt the brightness in
the ﬁrst data points. More details of
the modeling are given in the supplementary material. There is considerable scatter in the data from orbit to
orbit, likely due to some combination
of local time variations in the H and D
abundances [Chaufray et al., 2015]
and noise in the data (note that the
level of scatter is larger for the fainter
D emission). Prior IUVS observations
have shown that the H distribution
exhibits signiﬁcant local time variations in density and temperature
[Chafﬁn et al., 2015], which have not
been considered in this initial modeling. In addition to these short-term
changes, however, there also appears
a clear long-term trend of decreasing
brightness in Figure 5 and thereby in
the properties of both H and D in the
martian upper atmosphere.
3.1. Interpretation and Discussion
The H line is optically thick, while the
D line is optically thin, and the brightness of the Ly α emissions depends
on the atomic density and temperature and the line of sight through
the atmosphere [see detailed discussion in Bhattacharyya et al., 2016]. A
Figure 5. Mars H and D Ly α emission brightness changes as ratios to the careful radiative transfer analysis is
values expected from the results of a radiative transfer model. The model
required to determine the atomic
assumes spherical symmetry in the martian upper atmosphere and no
changes in density and temperature, and it takes into account the changing D/H density ratio in the upper atmosolar Ly α ﬂux at Mars. The ratios of both emissions show decreasing trends sphere and how it has changed with
with time, and continue to decrease after Mars aphelion (on Nov. 20, 2015 or time. For now, however, it is clear that
around orbit 2230). The brightness changes are more pronounced than
the unexpectedly bright D emission
expected from the changing solar Ly α ﬂux at Mars and the changing
observed early in the MAVEN mission
observing geometry.
is well above that seen in earlier HST
observations, and the much higher
ratio of D to H brightnesses implies a D/H enhancement that is correspondingly larger than the factor of 5
seen in low altitude water. As the D emission decreased in brightness over time, it dropped closer to the level
seen in the three HST observations described below, and the H emission brightness was also similar to the
HST data. The D/H ratio in the later data can be expected to be similar to that of low altitude martian water,
consistent with the HST data analyses. The D emission decreased by more than a factor of 5 in these observations (uncertainty due to upper limits), and if the change were entirely due to a decrease in D density the
change would be comparable. For the optically thick H emission, the observed decrease of a factor of 4 would
correspond under the same assumption to a much larger fractional decrease in density [Bhattacharyya et al.,
2016]. A more detailed radiative transfer analysis will be needed to reﬁne these numbers.
Three prior HST observations obtained with the GHRS and STIS instruments in their echelle modes measured
the H and D Ly α emissions [Bertaux et al., 1993; Krasnopolsky et al., 1998; Clarke et al., 2006]. The H emission
was roughly 3–6 kR, similar to the fainter MAVEN measurements presented here. The D emission was in the
range 20–50 R, somewhat fainter than the MAVEN detection limit near aphelion. The HST observations were
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also obtained either near martian aphelion or in late northern summer (LS = 63, 67, and 158), and the HST
observing conditions were with a small ﬁeld of view on the sunlit disc from a large distance. The derived
values of the D/H ratio based on modeling these data were consistent with the enhancement seen in the
lower altitude HDO/H2O within the uncertainties, however the HST echelle spectra were not obtained at
the seasonal epoch when later HST images, MEX, and MAVEN IUVS data have shown Mars to be much
brighter at Ly α (Figure 3). Given the timing of the various observations, the data appear consistent with a
repeated large seasonal change in upper atmospheric hydrogen.
The H and D brightnesses presented in this paper are being modeled in more detail to more accurately determine the hydrogen densities and D/H ratio in the martian upper atmosphere, including changes in both density and temperature. It is already clear, however, that there is a large seasonal change in both the hydrogen
densities and the D/H ratio in the upper atmosphere. Prior work has cited the likelihood of an infusion of
water into the middle atmosphere (50–100 km) during southern summer seen in the MEX data [Fedorova
et al., 2015; Maltagliati et al., 2013], in which case direct photodissociation by solar UV can provide a shortterm source of H and D atoms into the upper atmosphere. In this event, with a more rapid escape rate for
H than D due to the mass difference [Montmessin et al., 2005], one might expect a temporary increase in
the D/H ratio. The time scale for the loss of H and D atoms by Jeans escape from above 100 km is a few days,
and the diffusion time for H2 from the lower atmosphere is likely to be months, while the upwelling of water
molecules into the middle atmosphere may occur on a time scale of days to weeks when the lower atmosphere is turbulent [Clarke et al., 2014]. These times are short compared with the martian seasonal cycle,
and over the long term the D/H ratio would be expected to return closer to the value in the overall atmosphere. This trend appears consistent with the later IUVS echelle data. More quantitative conclusions about
the D/H ratio await the results of the more detailed radiative transfer calculations. It should also be kept in
mind that fully understanding the details of D and H evolution in the Martian upper atmosphere over the
annual cycle will require rigorous, detailed modeling beyond that currently employed.

4. Conclusions
This paper reports initial observations of D and H emissions in the martian upper atmosphere obtained with
the MAVEN IUVS echelle channel. The basic operating principles of the echelle channel and the properties of
the data are presented, with reference to a more detailed description of its calibration [Mayyasi et al., 2016].
The brightnesses of the H and D Ly α emissions from Mars have shown unexpected variations, with the D
emission initially much brighter than previously measured and both emissions decreasing by large factors
as Mars moved away from perihelion. These data, along with prior measurements, are consistent with a
repeated seasonal dependence of the hydrogen content in the martian upper atmosphere, potentially due
to periodic increases in both species due to increased levels of water in the middle atmosphere arising from
high levels of convective activity in late southern summer. This, has important implications for the factors that
have controlled the long term escape of martian water into space. We expect to learn more from the H and D
emissions and how they evolve over the course of the next perihelion passage over fall and winter 2016.
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